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Architecturally Exposed Steel
### UNITED STEEL DECK, INC.

#### DECK DESIGN DATA SHEET

**No. 17**

**ROOF DECK DATA BASE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type B Deck (B, BI, BA, BIA)</th>
<th>Type F Deck</th>
<th>Type N Deck (NS, NI, NSA, NIA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gage</td>
<td>22 20 18 16</td>
<td>22 20 18</td>
<td>22 20 18 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thickness</td>
<td>0.0295 0.0358 0.0474 0.0598</td>
<td>0.0295 0.0358 0.0474 0.0598</td>
<td>0.0295 0.0358 0.0474 0.0598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight, psf</td>
<td>1.7 2.1 2.8 3.5</td>
<td>1.6 2.0 2.6</td>
<td>2.1 2.5 3.3 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iz, in.⁴</td>
<td>0.17 0.24 0.31 0.40</td>
<td>0.13 0.17 0.24</td>
<td>0.64 0.82 1.19 1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is, in.⁴</td>
<td>0.20 0.24 0.32 0.40</td>
<td>0.15 0.19 0.25</td>
<td>0.85 1.04 1.38 1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp, in.⁴</td>
<td>0.19 0.25 0.34 0.44</td>
<td>0.13 0.16 0.22</td>
<td>0.37 0.49 0.68 0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa, in.⁴</td>
<td>0.20 0.26 0.36 0.45</td>
<td>0.14 0.17 0.23</td>
<td>0.42 0.54 0.74 0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ext. R⁴, lbs.</td>
<td>450 620 1010 1860</td>
<td>440 610 1000</td>
<td>320 450 760 1410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ext. R⁴, lbs.</td>
<td>540 730 1160 2100</td>
<td>540 720 1140</td>
<td>390 530 870 1590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int. R⁴, lbs.</td>
<td>1270 1830 3120 4670</td>
<td>1250 1800 3070</td>
<td>940 1370 2370 3800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int. R⁴, lbs.</td>
<td>1320 1880 3200 4750</td>
<td>1320 1880 3190</td>
<td>1090 1580 2700 4020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vt⁴, lbs.</td>
<td>1920 2300 3000 3780</td>
<td>1970 2360 3120</td>
<td>2350 3390 4950 6180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. 1 span(1)</td>
<td>6'10&quot; 6'8&quot; 6'0&quot; 9'1&quot;</td>
<td>5'2&quot; 5'11&quot; 7'0&quot;</td>
<td>11'5&quot; 13'0&quot; 16'8&quot; 18'3&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. 2 span(1)</td>
<td>6'11&quot; 7'10&quot; 9'6&quot; 10'9&quot;</td>
<td>6'1&quot; 7'0&quot; 8'4&quot;</td>
<td>13'5&quot; 15'3&quot; 18'5&quot; 21'6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Cant.(2)</td>
<td>1'11&quot; 2'4&quot; 2'10&quot; 3'3&quot;</td>
<td>1'2&quot; 1'5&quot; 1'10&quot;</td>
<td>3'6&quot; 4'9&quot; 4'10&quot; 5'5&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS span(1)</td>
<td>6'0&quot; 6'6&quot; 7'5&quot;</td>
<td>4'11&quot; 5'5&quot; 6'3&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NOTES

1. Iz, Is, Sp, and Sa are the section properties per foot of width. These values were calculated using the American Iron and Steel Institute Specifications. The subscripts denote positive or negative bending.
2. Allowable end reaction per foot of deck width -- 2" bearing.
3. Allowable end reaction per foot of deck width -- 3" bearing.
4. Allowable interior reaction per foot of deck width -- 4" bearing.
5. Allowable interior reaction per foot of deck width -- 5" bearing.
6. Allowable vertical shear per foot of width -- do not confuse this with horizontal shear strength provided by the diaphragm.
7. Maximum span recommended for roof construction based on SDI criteria -- single span.
8. Maximum span recommended for roof construction based on SDI criteria -- 2 or more spans.
9. Maximum recommended cantilever span based on SDI criteria; these spans are sensitive to the length of the adjacent span as they are controlled by deflection. Call if you need a more precise calculation.
10. Maximum spans for Factory Mutual Class I construction. Factory Mutual will allow these spans to be extended by 10% (maximum) when the insulation is mechanically fastened to the deck by screws and plates. Whenever this extension is used, the extension must occur at 18" (maximum) rather than the normal 36". Refer to the Factory Mutual System Approval Guide.
11. B is generically known as "wide rib" deck; F is "intermediate" rib, and the 3" deep N deck is "deep rib".
12. The deck type B means flat side lap; BI is the "interlocking" side lap; BA and BIA means the decks are acoustic. F deck is only available with the flat side lap. NS is flat side lap; NI is "interlocking" and NSA and NIA are acoustic decks. Better side lap connections are obtained by screwing or welding through the flat side laps and therefore this is the recommended type.
13. Information not provided on this chart may be obtained by calling our office in Summit, NJ.

---

**DIAGRAM**

- **B**
  - Width: 6" 8" 10" 12" 14" 16" 18" 20" 22" 24" 26" 28" 30" 32" 34" 36"
  - Coverage: 36"

- **BI**
  - Width: 6" 8" 10" 12" 14" 16" 18" 20" 22" 24" 26" 28" 30" 32" 34" 36"
  - Coverage: 36"

---

**NJS**

NICHOLAS J. BOURAS, INC.
P.O. BOX 662, 475 SPRINGFIELD AVE.
SUMMIT, NJ 07902-0662 (908) 277-1617
Estimating

Gives you unrivaled accuracy - and an accurate bid is money in your hand

In these days of declining profits, Structural Software's computerized Estimating gives you the accuracy you need to stay competitive. An accurate bid can mean the difference between a healthy profit and an unwelcome surprise. Plus, you're able to bid more jobs using the same personnel. Our Estimating program correctly prices all items that go into a job, from the mill to the warehouse. The only thing left for you to calculate is the savings! Almost all of the pricing levels and labor codes can be changed to suit your needs. In fact, our customers agree that Estimating's flexibility makes it the best estimating program on the market. And Estimating's unique modular design for IBM computers lets you easily add on our other programs, like Multing, Inventory and Production Control, to give you even greater accuracy and control over shop production.

““The computer saves so much compilation time and analysis time, since it groups the pieces automatically. We can bid a lot more work now, and that's really important in today's competitive market. Using the computer saves us hours, or days, on turning estimates around.”

Greg Lewis
Elwell Iron Works, Inc.

““Estimating saves us the cost of one person per year. We also appreciate the consistency that computerized estimating adds to our operation. Since this program was written by a structural steel fabricator, and for a structural steel fabricator, we don't have to rethink anything to use it.”

Jack Holcomb
Berlin Steel Construction Co.

““We're extremely satisfied. Estimating has enabled us to do another 20 to 35 percent more quotes and increased our accuracy tenfold. The computer eliminates the tallying errors that creep in sometimes when you're totaling up the weights. We've had our system for close to five years, and we're very happy with it.”

Dave Fritzner
Coastal Steel Corp.

Call (800) 776-9118 for details on Estimating and other Structural Software programs, including:
*FabriCAD - A total unit detailing process that includes shop drawings
*Inventory Control, Production Control and Purchase Orders - Material Allocation programs that link purchasing with production to cut waste and boost profits. Structural Software Co., 5012 Plantation Road, Roanoke, VA 24019.
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Introducing the one steel for North America: Chaparral Steel’s A36/A57250 steel. This mill-certified steel satisfies multigrade requirements in the U.S., Canada and Mexico. The A36/A57250 steel meets all the specifications of our A36, A572 Grade 50, 44W and 50W. It’s everything you like about these grades rolled into one. Plus, it costs the same as the A36, and has the same carbon equivalent range, an important factor for welding and formability. It’s also just as easy to get, thanks to our innovative shipping techniques and central location. Call your Chaparral representative today and order the structural steel that makes the grade a number of ways: Chaparral’s A36/A57250.
Urban Decline

The last time I was in St. Louis, I was struck with how little traffic there seemed to be, even during rush hour. I asked a friend about this, and she commented that St. Louis’ roadways had been designed before World War II with the anticipation that the city’s population and workforce would grow. But with the emphasis—both for homes and offices—on the suburbs after the war, the growth never occurred, and in fact there was some shrinkage, she explained.

While St. Louis’ lack of urban congestion may be the exception, the continuing growth of the suburbs does present a serious problem to anyone concerned with this country’s infrastructure.

When the U.S. moved from a farm-based economy to an industrial economy, workforces moved to the city. With this great concentration of people in one location, it was economically feasible to create a great infrastructure system—both for waste disposal, power distribution, and, of paramount importance, transportation.

Today, increasingly, housing is moving further and further from the urban core and suburbia is extending in ever growing circles, making public transportation an extreme hardship. And with few patrons, less money is available for maintaining a city’s infrastructure, which encourages more people to leave, and further reduces the availability of funds.

Chicago is a great example. At one time, it’s rapid transit system was superbly efficient. Bus lines in the neighborhoods fed into rail lines and moved people from their homes to their jobs. In 1974, Sears capitalized on the primacy of public transportation and moved more than 5,000 workers into the world’s tallest building—and approximately 80% of them used mass transit. But by the mid-1990s, these workers will be moving to the far suburbs. The question is, how will Chicago’s transportation system handle the loss of these riders? And just as importantly, how will the suburbs pay for a transportation system to handle this influx?

The warnings about a decaying infrastructure are everywhere. It’s time for public policy to recognize the importance of the city and emphasize that urban renewal is crucial to the survival of both cities and suburbs. SM
You are invited to see the latest in Research Engineer's line of quality engineering software at a city near you. If you are looking for quality engineering software sign up for a free introductory seminar. Come see what Research Engineers can do for you.

**Seminar Schedule**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Diego, CA.*</td>
<td>09/08/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irvine, CA.</td>
<td>09/09/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasadena, CA.</td>
<td>09/10/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix, AZ.</td>
<td>09/29/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas, TX.</td>
<td>09/30/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston, TX.</td>
<td>10/01/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio, TX.*</td>
<td>10/02/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>10/12/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia, PA.</td>
<td>10/13/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North New Jersey</td>
<td>10/14/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartford, CT.</td>
<td>10/15/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston, MA.</td>
<td>10/16/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham, AL.</td>
<td>11/02/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville, TN.</td>
<td>11/03/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta, GA.</td>
<td>11/04/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte, N.C.</td>
<td>11/05/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami, FL.*</td>
<td>11/12/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa, FL.</td>
<td>11/13/92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* STAAD Seminar will show both English and Spanish software versions.

**Structural Seminar to Feature**

**STAAD-III/ISDS Release 15!**

The most powerful integrated Structural Analysis, Design & Drafting software with 2D/3D Static / P-Delta / Dynamic / Seismic analysis, STEEL / CONCRETE / TIMBER design and state-of-the-art interactive graphics.

**Release 15 enhancements include:** Foundation design, concrete column interaction analysis, deflection check for steel design, enhanced CAD interface and many advanced analysis / design / graphics features.

**AutoSTAAD** - AutoCAD based structural drafting / model generation.

**CIVILSOFT Seminar to Feature**

**AutoCivil Release 3.01**

Ten powerful design and analysis programs running inside of AutoCAD® Release 11/386 or higher in the areas of survey, mapping, and hydraulics applications.

**Advanced Designer Series Programs**

Ten powerful standalone products running outside of the CAD environment in the areas of survey, mapping, hydraulics.

To make your reservations for one of these introductory seminars call: (800) 367-7373.

Make your reservations today!
GUIDE TO LRFD

Supplies background information from ASD to LRFD and introduces LRFD philosophy. Provides simplified versions of several equations for design of simple structures or components. Intended for those not yet familiar with LRFD, or who need clarification.

LOW-MEDIUM-RISE STEEL BUILDINGS

QUALITY CRITERIA AND INSPECTION STANDARDS, 3RD EDITION (1988)

This commentary discusses the commonly accepted standards of workmanship for fabricated structural steel framing which assure satisfactory fit and appearance at minimum cost for the vast majority of buildings and bridges. AISC recommendations for clarification and solution of common problems involving fabricating tolerances and procedures are provided.

DESIGN OF MEDIUM-RISE STEEL BUILDINGS

The design of medium-rise steel buildings is consolidated in one booklet as a reference for all designers of these structures. This guide includes rules for economic design for engineers. Load requirements are discussed as are joist and composite floor systems.

3 FREE DESIGN AIDS WITH PURCHASE OF 1 MANUAL ASD OR LRFD

AISC Manuals of Steel Construction are essential references for engineers, architects, detailers, draftsmen, contractors and building officials. Two design methods—Allowable Stress Design or Load and Resistance Factor Design—provide expanded design aids and examples which reference every phase of steel construction. Also contains the latest Bolt Specifications, 1986 Code of Standard Practice, comprehensive index, and thumb-indexing convenience.

BOTH INCLUDE:
- Dimensions and Properties
- Beam and Girder Design
- Column Design
- Connections
- Specifications and Codes
- Miscellaneous Data and Mathematical Tables

YOUR CHOICE $60 SAVE $26!

9TH EDITION ALLOWABLE STRESS DESIGN (ASD)

1ST EDITION LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN (LRFD)
Based on the 1986 Load and Resistance Factor Design Specification for Structural Steel Buildings. LRFD provides more uniform structural reliability and better economy than ASD specifications. Design aids are updated in the LRFD format. Includes a special section for composite beams and columns. 1192 pages. $60.00.

LIMITED TIME OFFER

NAME/TITLE __________________________
COMPANY __________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP ______________________

PLEASE ENCLOSE REMITTANCE: NO COD ORDERS. ADD $5 FOR UPS CHARGE. FOREIGN ORDERS: ADD 10%. $10 MINIMUM FOR SHIPPING.

CHECK FOR $ __________ ENCLOSED __ CHARGE MY ___ VISA __________
MASTERCARD ACCT # __________ __________

EXP. DATE __________________________

ORDER BY OCT. 31, 1992

RETURN TO:
AISC MANUAL OFFER
PO BOX 806276
CHICAGO, IL 60680-4124
ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
Steel Interchange

Steel Interchange is an open forum for Modern Steel Construction readers to exchange useful and practical professional ideas and information on all phases of steel building and bridge construction. Opinions and suggestions are welcome on any subject covered in this magazine. If you have a question or problem that your fellow readers might help to solve, please forward it to Modern Steel Construction. At the same time feel free to respond to any of the questions that you have read here. Please send them to:

Steel Interchange
Modern Steel Construction
1 East Wacker Dr.
Suite 3100
Chicago, IL 60601

The following responses to questions from previous Steel Interchange columns have been received:

When would you justify the additional cost of high bond epoxy paint and coating for an exterior steel frame exposed to weather and water?

Epoxy coating, often topcoated with urethane finishes and always over a high degree of surface preparation are indicated under the following situations or combinations thereof.

1.) When Appearance is very important, as in architectural metal, decorative metal supports or substructures, which are exposed to atmospheric weathering.

2.) Long term durability, where failure due to corrosion might be catastrophic.

3.) Long term durability, where repainting or repair of coatings would be difficult or impossible due to site conditions.

4.) Exposure to corrosive atmospheres such as industrial sites where galvanizing or lesser coatings would be subject to attack.

Walter C. White
White Industrial Painters, Inc.
Trinity, TX

What procedures should be followed when assessing steel that has been exposed to a fire?

The Question is really one of economics. If the steel can be straightened for less money than fabricating a new piece, then that should be done. The heat of a fire will not usually harm the steel. A good discussion of this is published in the Proceedings to the 1960 AISC National Engineering Conference, Structural Steel After a Fire, by F. H. Dill.

When would you justify the additional cost of high bond epoxy paint and coating on a column if there is standing water at the base of a column?

No problem! Many good coatings are available to line water tanks, and coated drilling rigs stand in the water offshore for many years. The best solution is to drain the standing water, if possible, but coatings will last for years.

Walter C. White
White Industrial Painters, Inc.
Trinity, TX

How has the recent allowance of snug-tight high-strength bolting for certain types of shear/bearing connections affected your projects?

Snug-tight bolts, permitted in certain bearing-type connections, are not being used as often as they might be. One reason is that it is less expensive to install a "twist-off" bolt which, of course, provides pretension. Also, many engineers are still not aware of the enabling specification provision. Inspectors also need more education. Finally, some companies with a vested interest in tension indicating devices have been very effective in persuading engineers that it is important to accurately pretension all bolts, even though such pretension may not be important in the structural performance of the connection.

Robert O. Disque
Besier Gibble Norden Consulting Engineers, Inc.
Old Saybrook, CT
How do you decide when to use doubler plates and when to increase the size of the column?

With reference to the above question, we would like to share our experience as we recently evaluated three alternatives for a column. They were:

1.) A built-up section customized to closely match the column requirements with minimum steel.
2.) An undersized rolled section that required doubler plates to meet the column requirements.
3.) A rolled section, although oversized, that would meet the column requirements without any additional plates.

The analysis was essentially based on the following economic comparison. The costs for the three options were based on the cost of the steel as it arrived at the fabricator, then considering fabrication costs prior to the common work for the connections.

Number 3 weighs the most, and at this point has a cost for the steel based on the column height, and needed no fabrication work prior to that for the connection.

Number 2 weighs less, but needs to have the doubler plates attached. The lower cost of the steel alone for Number 2 compared to Number 3 is then analyzed as "buying" fabricating time to bring it up to the required section for the column. Dividing the amount of the monetary difference by the fabricator's charge per hour gives the time available to do the fabricating work. If the doubler plates can't be installed in the time that has been bought, then the oversized rolled section (No. 3) is more economical.

In our case the labor intensive fabricating operation was too costly for the fabricating time bought.

Also, in our case, Number 1 was not considered further as the fabrication involved would be even more time consuming, and therefore more costly, despite the fact that it was the lowest weight and the cost of the steel alone was the lowest of the three alternatives.

Arnold J. Kiner
Lichtenstein Engineering Associates, P. C.
New York, NY

New Questions

Listed below are some questions that we would like the readers to answer or discuss. If you have an answer or suggestion please send it to the Steel Interchange Editor. Questions and responses will be printed in future editions of Steel Interchange. Also, if you have a question or problem that readers might help solve, send these to the Steel Interchange Editor.

1. Regarding beam to column simple shear connections, is there a general "rule-of-thumb" as to when the different types of connections are more advantageous? For example, would a stiffened seated bolted type bolted type connection be the more prudent type versus a double angle welded framed connection when a beam or girder is connected to a column web? Beam to column design loads as well as fabricator costs would obviously play major roles in answering this question. However, it has been my experience that situations occur in which four or five different types of simple shear connections would suffice.

Also, can beam to column seated and stiffened connections be considered wind connections or partially restrained?

Charles F. Canitz, P.E.
Department of the Army
Baltimore, MD

2. Are washers required in connections with slotted holes because of strength requirements or are there additional reasons?

3. Are there any design requirements that an engineer can follow when designing lateral bracing?
Monokote Fireproofing now offers a family of products every bit as tough as this one. But a lot easier to handle.

The Monokote quality you've come to know is now available in a whole family of spray-applied, cementitious fireproofing products. Every family member is tough. Every one provides a hard, durable surface that resists damage, bonds tenaciously and performs in place. And all Monokote products receive the same high level of technical support Monokote is known for — an essential factor in today's complex and tough construction environment. They're easy to handle, easy to apply, and there's no better way to get UL Classified fire protection — all from a single source. Meet the family:

Monokote Type MK-6: Fast, low-cost gypsum-based protection for interior concealed structural steel.

Monokote Type Z-106: Medium-density, cement-based protection used in exposed interior areas (elevator shafts, parking garages).

Monokote Type Z-146: High-density, concrete-like protection for use in areas exposed to high impact and climatic changes (warehouses, manufacturing).

Monokote Type Z-3306: Fire barrier protection for foam plastic insulation (freezers, conditioned atmosphere storage).

Monokote Acoustical Plaster Type AK-1: Fire protection, sound control, aesthetics and excellent light reflectance (hotels, terminals, convention centers).

The Monokote family. Toughness you can't hide.
The Need For Help-Wanted Ads

Dear Editor:

As a current AISC active member, we feel it would be very desirable for your publication, Modern Steel Construction, to accept fabricators classified help-wanted advertising. This service would be advantageous to your membership and a tremendous service to the audience. Therefore, we respectfully request that you reconsider your current policy.

Sincerely,
Fred A. Wilson, Jr.
President
Industrial Steel Inc.

MSC Response: Good news! Beginning with this issue (see page 42), Modern Steel Construction will accept classified advertising—including help wanted ads.

Another View On Multi-Certified Steel

Dear Editor:

There has been increased discussion among consulting engineers, fabricators and structural shape producers, most recently at the 1992 AISC National Steel Conference, on the subject of “multi-certified” steel.

We were pleased to see a response form consulting engineer Pat Ryan in the June issue of Modern Steel Construction. We believe his timely letter may be representative of some of the concerns from the engineering community on “multi-certified” (“multi-grade”, “dual-cert”, or “tri-cert”) steel.

Other “Letters to the Editor” from a producer in the April and June 1992 issues highlight a few of the advantages of high-strength steel (ASTM A572 Gr. 50), i.e., reducing the cost of a steel frame. However, Pat Ryan points out the concern of specifying ASTM A36 in a particular application, a seismic resisting frame mixed with high strength steel, and that an “A36” link beam might be stronger than a “A572” diagonal or column member, altering the expected behavior of the design.

Nucor-Yamato Steel, while being able to produce “dual” or “tri-cert” material at the request of customers, provides ASTM A36 product distinct from its ASTM A572 Grade 50 or “tri-cert” product. Our ASTM A36 product yield strength ranges are typically from 43-55 ksi, with tensile strength ranging from 60-70 ksi, and our ASTM A572 Gr. 50 product typically ranges in yield strengths of 52-64 ksi, with tensile strengths of 68-78 ksi.

Steel’s strength is a function of many variables, e.g., alloys (carbon, manganese, silicon, and vanadium or columbium), residual elements from being scrap-based (chromium, nickel, molybdenum, copper), finishing temperature, section size, and cooling rate.

Due to the many variables in the steelmaking and rolling process, controlling the strength range consistently to 4 ksi (plus/minus 2 ksi), as mentioned in one producer’s response, may lead the specifier to believe that such close ranges are generally available. We, at Nucor-Yamato, believe it more realistically can be controlled to a more (consistently) moderate range of 12 ksi (plus/minus 6 ksi).

As a producer, we would like to hear from more specifiers on their concerns on the desired material specifications. The producers are moving toward a 50 ksi base grade and would like to have considerably more input from specifiers and end-users. Providing the engineer with the desired material in accordance with the proper specification is our goal. It remains our commitment.

Sincerely,
Michael F. Engestrom
Marketing Engineer
Nucor-Yamato Steel Sales Corp.
Quality Certification Requirements

Dear Editor:

In the editorial of the June issue of Modern Steel Construction, a recommendation is made that steel specifications require that fabricators be AISC certified. This sounds like an excellent idea to me; however, before instituting this, I would like to know:

1. What are their requirements for certification?
2. What is the availability of AISC certified fabricators in my area?

I would appreciate your sending me this information, or notifying me as to where I can obtain it.

Sincerely,

Paul de Silva
Schaardt & Fullan Architects, P.C.
Bellmore, NY

Thomas Schlaflly, AISC Director of Fabricating Operations and Standards, replies:

The AISC Quality Certification Program is intended to help the construction community distinguish fabricators that have quality programs from those that do not.

The size of the plant and its niche in the structural market are not factors in judging shops. However, given the different requirements of the many types of work done by structural fabricators, three classes of certification were developed. To prevent any conflict of interest an independent company was selected to perform the reviews—a major part of the certification process. ABS/QE, a division of the American Bureau of Shipping, was selected because they had experience in reviewing steel fabrication and welding work from their business of classifying ships.

The program concentrates on organization, experience, equipment, and procedures required to provide material complying with common project specifications at a level of quality commensurate with the sophistication of the job. Rather than being an inspection program that would look at each individually fabricated piece, the program is aimed at reviewing the qualifications of the personnel, the organization and procedures to assure that the company had the capability to do the job.

The program has provisions for the original three categories, Category I, Conventional Steel Structures; Category II, Complex Steel Structures; and Category III, Major Steel Bridges. In addition, plants can ask for a review of their Fabrication Critical experience and, if the need were to arise again, there are provisions for a Nuclear Supplement. AISC also administers a program to certify Metal Building Manufacturers with the designa-
The distinction between Category I and II is best made by listing typical types of structures considered to be a part of the category:

**Category I**
Small public service buildings and institutional buildings (schools, etc.); shopping centers; light manufacturing plants; miscellaneous and ornamental iron; warehouses; sign support structures; low rise truss/beam/column structures; and simple rolled beam bridges (without welded cover plates).

**Category II**
Large public service buildings; heavy manufacturing buildings; powerhouses; metal producing/rolling facilities; crane girders; bunkers; auditoriums; bins; high-rises; petro/chemical facilities and high-rise buildings.

**Other Classes**
Category III and MB are self-evident, except it should be noted that a distinction is made for those fabricators with fracture critical capabilities upon their request and successful review.

The requirements for certification consist of the documentation of organization and procedures used to implement quality assurance and the successful completion of an annual review conducted by the independent auditing firm. The questions forming the auditors checklist were developed by the AISC Committee on Fabricating Operations and Standards in conjunction with a review committee of approximately 35 practicing engineers and is updated regularly.

Administratively, the program runs on three year cycles. The initial review and those conducted every three years thereafter are considered “full” reviews and consist of a check of all items on the checklists. The reviews in the intermediate years are conducted with a minimum of forewarning from the essential items on the checklist, marginal items from the previous review and a random selection of non-essential items from the checklist. The minor abbreviation permits a cost reduction and helps keep the program within the financial capabilities of smaller shops. The minimum acceptable quality standards are defined by the checklists and “objective criteria” that are developed and maintained by the governing committee.

Five departments are inspected at each facility: General Management; Drafting; Purchasing; Operations; and Quality Control. Each department must have an organization and job functions that promote communication of quality requirements to the forces performing the
work and experienced key personnel to oversee the workings of each department. There must also be procedures to review projects to make sure the particular facility is capable of performing the work, control design and specification documents, control shop fabrication documents, control and marking of material.

Welding must be done by AWS qualified personnel to qualified procedures. Material and equipment must be adequate and maintained in a manner that will produce good work.

Bolting procedures and equipment must be in place. Weld procedures must be used and the appropriate provisions of AWS must be followed.

Painting equipment and gages must be available and working. The quality department is to have a Certified Weld Inspector available (though not necessarily on staff) and is checked to ensure that there are NDT technicians on staff. Quality Control must have the authority to stop work if there is a problem.

The differences between categories include differing requirements for equipment, experience of personnel, procedures appropriate for the various types of work anticipated within each category and a separation between Quality and Production in the organization. Certain aspects within a category are considered essential and every certified fabricator has to comply with those requirements. Non-essential aspects within a category must be complied with to a degree that indicates to the auditor that a level of quality is regularly achieved that is commensurate with the common requirements encountered in the type of work anticipated within the category.

As of mid-1992 there are more than 300 certified structural fabricating plants and 45 metal building plants. With interest in certification from Europe and growing concern about following procedures from the various building codes, the program is growing. To find out more about certified fabricators in your area, contact:


AISC certifies facilities regardless of whether or not they are members of AISC, though AISC members do receive a discount. Foreign plants also can be certified.

Philosophically, the program is aimed at being attainable for all shops and is a measure of quality and the commitment of management to providing an appropriate class of work.

The effect of the size of an organization is minimized in scoring the performance in the program and reviews are done annually to avoid the costs of more frequent inspections while being capable of reviewing records to assure that procedures were followed during the course of the year.

August 18-19. Welding Structural Design two-day seminar, Houston. Designed to provide engineers and welding inspectors a greater understanding of weld mechanics and welded engineering structures. Contact: AWS, 550 N.W. LeJeune Road, P.O. Box 351040, Miami, Fl, 33135 (800) 443-9353.

September 17. Steel Bridge Forum, Richmond, VA. Contact: Camille Rubetz, Steel Bridge Forum, c/o AISI, 1101 17th St., N.W., Suite 1300, Washington, DC 20036 (202) 452-7190.


September 22-24. Fracture & Fatigue Control in Structures short course, Lawrence, KS. Contact: The University of Kansas, Division of Continuing Education, Attn: Management Programs, Continuing Education Building, Lawrence, KS 66045-2608 (913) 864-3968.

Steel Trees

Branching steel members were used both sculpturally and structurally inside a New York Catholic Church.

During the past three decades, Catholic churches have undergone a dramatic transformation. No longer are they designed as imposing structures; rather their design reflects Rome's desire to more fully integrate congregations into church activity.

Church design reflects this change in attitude in both small changes—such as facing the pulpit towards the congregation instead of the altar—and large changes—such as creating smaller, more intimate worship areas. In addition to responding to Rome’s overall thematic directives, the designers of the 675-seat St. Stephen Roman Catholic Church in Warwick, NY, also wanted to create a building in harmony with its naturalistic site.

"On the exterior, we tried to break up the scale of the building," explained Peter A. Bentel, AIA, a partner with Bentel & Bentel, Locust Valley, NY. In addition to the main worship area, the church includes an assembly area, rectory,
and parish workrooms. In order to make the varied elements of the structure readable from its exterior, the designers created a series of wings topped with different-height peaked roofs. "In appearance, it's almost a cluster of buildings, almost a village," Peter Bentel said.

Creating this village appearance also melded with the parish priest's desires. "He had a special affection for small churches he had visited in Ireland," Peter Bentel said. "Since they only seat about 50 people, we couldn't directly duplicate their look, but the vocabulary of our design is sensitive to those structures." At least on the exterior.

The interior is something completely different, a curious blending of the modern and the traditional, a combination of steel and glass and wood.

"The site is vaguely triangular, and its most notable feature was a plantation of pine trees arranged all in a row," Peter Bentel said. "These are the only trees in the area, which is primarily rolling farmland. People in the community feel very strongly about these trees, and we wanted to incorporate them into our design."

The first step was to incorporate a lot of glazing—an entire window wall overlooking the grove. But in addition, the designers carried the tree shape into the building in the form of multi-limbed steel columns.

"We considered a variety of materials for the columns," Peter Bentel explained. "Many churches are glue-laminated wood. But we wanted something different, something which would provide a unique identity. Steel also was attractive because it would satisfy the 55'-height requirements without being too bulky." In addition, the use of standard steel shapes allowed the designers to create a unique image while staying within the project's $2 million budget.

The steel trees are composed of standard wide flange sections, with smaller members bolted to the

The use of structural steel framing allowed the designers of St. Stephen Roman Catholic Church in Warwick, NY, to create a unique blend of the natural and the man-made—sculptural steel trees that also are integral to the building's structural system. Photography by Arch Photo / Eduard Hueber
New Steel Design Software Aids Transition to LRFD

P-STEEL gives you more design options in less time.

Within P-STEEL is the AISC steel table. The engineer defines parameters then the new MS-DOS software searches and designs based upon your criteria (least weight, lowest cost, least flange width, etc.) … either single step iteration or automated design/analysis.

The hypertext on-line help links the code details with LRFD excerpts and speeds your understanding of this code.

P-STEEL is a graphical package with full mouse support. It runs with Softek’s popular 2D analysis package, P-FRAME … and if you know Windows™ you can start designing immediately.

For information on P-STEEL, P-FRAME (2D) and S-FRAME (3D), contact:

Softek Services Ltd.
314 East Holly, Suite 106
Bellingham, WA
98225
Phone: (604) 732-3763
Fax: (604) 732-8467

The exterior of the church is designed to resemble a cluster of smaller buildings—almost a village in scale. The different elevations denote separate functions, such as the sanctuary, assembly area, rectory, and parish workrooms.

Photos by Arch Photo/Eduard Hueber

main columns. “The interior columns frame into large, sloping steel beams, which frame into a ridge beam,” explained Paul L. Bentel, AIA, another partner with Bentel & Bentel. The sloping beams, as well as the ridge beam, are concealed by a wood ceiling deck. “Wherever the steel penetrates the wood deck, we installed steel closure plates to hide the opening.” Bolts were chosen instead of welding the steel in order to emphasize that the tree is made up of pieces, rather than being a single piece. “Also, bolting meant no field welding.”

The rest of the structure also is
steel framed, with conventional beam-and-column construction. Structural engineer on the project was Joseph Silvestri, P.E., of Baskam & Associates, and general contractor was Barrett Construction & Management, Inc.

At the far side of the church, over the altar, the roof cantilevers to form an overhang that shades the large glass wall from a fierce summer sun. The curtainwall extends up to the roof, and has a slotted connection to allow some differential movement.

The trunks of the steel tree columns are W18x71s in the corners and W18x97s in the center, while the bracketed arms are W10x30s and C10x15.3s. The ridge beam also is a W18, while the sloping rafters are W24 members.

The steel members are designed so that one of the bracketed arms of the column frames into the roof beam at a 90 degree angle and transfers the load of roof cantilever back into the column.

"One of the reasons the columns are so deep is because it picks up the some of the load from the roof cantilever but we wanted to make it stiff enough not to generate torque in the footing," according to Paul Bentel.

The bases of the trees are deco-
rated with laminated wood to reinforce the natural theme. "Because everyone working on the project knew right from the start that the steel would be exposed, there was a lot of pride taken to ensure that the connections were perfectly detailed," Paul Bentel said.

"The steel was painted white to suppress the industrial notion that a lot of people have of exposed steel," explained Peter Bentel. "A lot of people see the trees as a sculptural shape rather than a standard steel product."
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Steel joist buildings have their place. Right?

Any neighborhood is a steel joist neighborhood. Because steel joist construction works so beautifully—anyplace you want to use it.

Design a beautiful office complex or office tower.

A dramatic new school. An auditorium. A handsome condominium, church or hospital. Whatever your imagination demands. It's easy because steel joist construction is also a great time saver, weather-beater and cost-saver, too.

The more you look, the more we think you'll agree: Steel joist construction is definitely showing up in some of the nicest places—all over town. Maybe the next building ought to be yours. Right? Right.

STANDARD

1205 48th Avenue North, Suite A
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina 29577
PSSST. THE COMPANY
HAVE SOME MA
ES IN THIS BUILDING FOR OPENINGS.

The way things are going in construction, we thought you should know about this. Because chances are, you've never seen anything like it.

Thanks to Vulcraft's new composite joist system, 312 Elm and every other office high rise in America can now have more open floor plans with fewer columns. Which is just what developers are looking for, so some happy executive can have a corner office 50 feet square. But even more importantly, happy builders all over the country can probably save money. Because this system is almost always less expensive than precast concrete and structural steel.

On this job, 2-inch composite deck was attached to steel joists with shear connector studs. Then, 4 1/2 inches of normal weight concrete was poured on the deck. It all makes this system perfect for the popular, longer floor spans. What's more, it minimizes floor-to-floor heights because the MPE systems can run through the webs of the joists.

Clearly, this is one office building with something everyone's looking for: a quicker, easier way to the top. Since joists are lightweight and easy to handle, 312 Elm came in 3 weeks ahead of schedule and under budget. It may be one of the first buildings in America to use Vulcraft's composite joist system, but with results like that, it won't be the last.

So call any one of our plants listed below to find out more about how composite joists can span long distances in your next project. And offer something unheard of in American cities today: wide open spaces.

VULCRAFT
A Division of Nucor Corporation
Glass and steel construction combines with careful lighting to create a beacon to attract customers from nearby highways.

While Drive-In Movies may be defunct, car owners—at least those in Memphis—have a new drive-thru option: the cleaners.

The Cannon Company has plans to open a chain of Dryve Cleaners, and has so far opened three stores—two in renovated facilities and their latest in a brand-new, prototype building. "The owner was looking for a design that would accommodate the program for a drive-thru facility, but would also project an eye-catching image," explained Frank Ricks, AIA, a principal with Looney Ricks Kiss Architects, Memphis. "The owner also wanted a somewhat modular building that could easily be adapted to different sites in slightly different sizes. And he wanted us to incorporate his company colors—red and blue—into the design."

From the start, it was clear that this couldn't be an ordinary building. "Right away we began considering architectural forms that would allow us to incorporate primary colors," Ricks said. "That led us to an exposed structure, and steel was the obvious choice aesthetically. Cars are very high-tech, yet still utilitarian. It seemed appropriate to design a building with..."
Exposed steel plays an integral role in the design of Drycne Cleaners—a prototypical drive-thru cleaners in Memphis. According to the designer, "Cars are very high-tech, yet still utilitarian. It seemed appropriate to design a building with the same philosophy." The exposed steel was economical, yet allowed the designers to capture the corporate colors and create an open architecture that is sure to attract a lot of attention. Photos by Jeffrey Jacobs/Nims Studios.

the same philosophy."

An exposed steel structure also allowed the designers to incorporate a large amount of glazing. "We wanted the operations to be visible from the exterior. By using glass and steel, the building itself became a billboard for the store." Particularly impressive is the view of the double-deck conveyor system that transports bundles of clothing to storage areas. While obviously functional, the exposed machinery serves almost as a kinetic sculpture.

Unfortunately, large expanses of glass did have one drawback: excessive heat gain. This was particularly problematic given the nature
While the double-collum1I (above and opposite) was initially designed for architectural reasons, it ultimately proved useful in simplifying the joist girder erection. Essentially, the girders sit on a plate saddle between the two columns. Photos by Jeffrey Jacobs/Nims Studios

of the dry cleaning business, which is very heat intensive. To curtail heat gain, the architects designed a large steel overhang. The canopy maximized natural light entering the building while minimizing heat gain, according to Mike Sullivan, project manager for the architect. In addition, the rear half of the building has masonry walls to shield the messier operations from public view. Also, the canopy serves to protect drivers from inclement weather.

While aesthetically intricate, the structural design of the project is actually very straightforward. On the perimeter are a series of double and triple pipe columns which in turn support lightweight steel truss girders. The roof is supported on steel joists.

While the double pipe columns were initially designed to satisfy the desired architecture, they ended up simplifying the truss supports, according to Tom Robinson, P.E., a structural engineer with Gardner & Howe, PC, Memphis. "We slipped the truss girders between the columns and supported them on two ½" thick steel plates," Robinson said.

Three pipes were used in the corners of the building to "turn the corner" and visually give the appearance of two pipes on each face. X-bracing using rods and turnbuckles in the roof diaphragm provides lateral support.

The canopies are made up of wide flange sections and are supported by the truss girders, which cantilever out beyond the columns.

Simplified Erection

The double column arrangement also simplified erection, according to Larry Robertson, a principal with Martin Cole Dando Robertson, Memphis, the project's general contractor. "We thought erecting the joist girders would be difficult, but it wasn't. We set them all up in about a day." Total project time was just under six months and project cost was $500,000 (excluding land, furnishings and fees) for the 5,700-sq.-ft. structure.

Lighting was used extensively to
transform the structure almost into a lantern. On the interior, there are both fluorescent downlights and uplights. Behind each of the pipe columns are lighting to emphasize the structure. And, of course, there are downlights beneath the canopy. Behind the double columns are windows, so light emerges from the building and workers get some natural light, even though the view in is obscured.

The well lit, exposed steel structure is highly visible from nearby roadways. The building itself is a signpost for the drive-thru business.
Exposed Steel Meets Aesthetic And Cost Requirements

A series of alternating low- and high-bay spaces could most efficiently be framed with structural steel

By Eliot W. Goldstein, AIA

After just 15 years, the burgeoning community of Old Bridge, NJ, had outgrown its old library. In its place, the town had plans for a building three times larger—and unlike its earlier home—the new structure needed to be designed for future expansions.

The need for flexibility was just one of the factors that influenced the design of the 44,000-sq.-ft. structure. The State Library, which was providing a substantial portion of the construction funding, mandated that the entire structure be on one level. Also, the site was in a Seismic Zone 2, and since the soils in the area consisted mainly of moisture-sensitive silty sands, several feet of engineered fill was required at the site’s low end.

While the project’s budget was tight, the Library Board, to its great credit, was unwilling to compromise in its functional requirements, which included daylight-filled reading rooms, direct visual control of the entire library by its staff, and a clear building organization. The site was an undeveloped field at the edge of the existing municipal complex. To help the library—which would be larger than all of the other buildings combined—blend in, the building was to be clad with the same red-brown Norman-size brick veneer as these neighboring structures.

The initial organizational diagrams for the library featured clusters of low-ceiling bookstacks—
each housing a single collection such as fiction or reference—alternating with high-ceiling reading rooms. The space between the upper and lower roofs would be glazed, assuring each reading room of ample daylight.

Early in the design process, I had the opportunity to visit Louis Kahn's Kimbell Museum in Fort Worth, TX, and was struck by the spatial variety he achieved through the interplay between a system of repetitive linear roof forms and a simple set of temporary and permanent partitioning devices. The rhythm of alternating low and high roofs at the museum perfectly dovetailed with the initial organizational scheme for the library.

Like the Kimbell, the spaces under the low roofs would house service functions. But unlike the Kimbell, a narrow circulation zone would occur at each interface of low and high spaces. When visitors enter a reading room, they would perceive the close ends of the stacks as a virtual wall along its sides. Then, as a visitor turned and entered a stack room, s/he could look into the next, and beyond that into the next reading room, and so on until the view reaches the landscape, with each space having its own distinct personality.

It was clear that the limited budget could not support an acre of hung ceilings and that the structural system would have to serve both functionally and aesthetically. Given the aesthetic requirements, along with the seismic needs and desired bay sizes, structural steel was the obvious framing material, since neither concrete nor timber could achieve all of our objectives at a reasonable cost. For economy of means, I looked to the great British train sheds, those masterpieces of exposed cast-iron structure.

Form And Function

Libraries, perhaps more so than any other building type, are dimensioned around the specific standards of the furniture they house. The Old Bridge Library was no exception and the length of a section of bookstacks played an essential part in many of our design deci-
Equally important, however, was the center-to-center spacing of stack rows or ranges—now typically 5' to accommodate wheelchairs. The owner limited the length of each range to seven sections or 21'. These two dimensions—21' lengths of bookstacks spaced 5' on center—became the designer’s building blocks.

**Comfortable Reading Space**

Using detailed study models, we concluded that each reading room should be about 30' wide. Insofar as the apparent width of the reading room was delimited by the ends of the bookstacks, we arrived at a rhythm of 29' reading rooms and 21' bookstacks, totaling 50' per cycle. Since we desired a virtual corridor at their common edge, we superimposed a column spacing that was intentionally out-of-phases with the library furniture (see diagram below). This set up an overlapping of structures that enhanced the differences in scale between each reading room and its side aisles.

Unfortunately, this also resulted in excessive unbraced lengths of columns in the clerestories between the low and high roofs, and in unbraced lengths of girders at the edges of the low roofs—conditions that created design problems for Severud Associates, New York City, the project’s structural engineer.

Fortunately, this problem could be solved within the framework of providing horizontal bracing for the entire structure. Rather than use bulky and expensive moment connections requiring heavy members, a system was developed using lightweight horizontal and vertical diagonal braces in every bay of the clerestories, along with heavier X-braces in the lower end bays, to carry lateral loads to the ground.

As construction neared completion in the Winter of 1992, the area was struck by a small earthquake, but the new library suffered no damage.

**Exposed Bracing**

All braces are composed of exposed reverse-threaded steel rods, housed in clevises and tied at mid-span with turnbuckles. Horizontal steel tubes would act simultaneously as longitudinal struts between reading room columns, and as chords of both the horizontal and vertical trusses resulting from the bracing strategy. Structurally, the building consists of W8 x 31 columns, W21 girders, and 18" deep open web steel joists topped with 1 1/2"-thick, 20-gauge metal decking. All of the 280 tons of structural steel is A36, except for a
few pipe columns. In addition, there is 48 tons of steel roof deck and 28 tons of open-web joists.

A variety of lighting sources serves to further differentiate the reading rooms from the book-stacks. Linear fluorescent uplights, programmed to switch off in conditions of adequate daylight, bounce light off the exposed undersides of acoustic metal roof deck in the reading rooms. By contrast, linear downlights over the aisles of the stack rooms illuminate the books.

For all its clarity and simplicity, however, the rhythm we had set up for the conventional library areas could not accommodate the three programmed gathering spaces: the 180-seat meeting room; the staff workroom; and the public lobby. The 20' width between columns in the reading rooms was too narrow, and while the 30' spacing

Braces in the building are composed of exposed reverse-threaded steel rods, housed in clevises and tied at mid-span with turnbuckles.
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of the columns straddling the bookstacks was perfect, the ceiling in those areas was too low.

To obtain the needed space, we placed the gathering spaces at one end of the building and caused the six reading rooms to coalesce, in pairs, into three larger rooms. The opposing roof slopes of each pair of reading rooms meet, creating lofty gables over each space. Separating the reading rooms and bookstacks from the gathering spaces is a circulation spine, or galleria. In the event of a future expansion, the circulation spine and the spaces on either side of it could simply be continued in the pre-established rhythm.

The three gathering spaces are crowned by cupolas framed by a series of small rigid frames composed of W12 x 19s. The side walls of the lobby are dominated by steel X-bracing. Exposed cylindrical ductwork flies through the lobby on its way to adjacent spaces. All power and data wiring runs in a trench duct networked embedded in the concrete slab-on-grade.

**Simplified Circulation**

On the opposite side of the reading rooms and bookstacks is a secondary circulation spine providing staff access to workrooms and service modules. Terminating each low bay is a cluster of four quiet rooms, enclosed in glass from floor to ceiling, to facilitate monitoring by library personnel.

The building is glazed in high-performance insulating glass coated to maintain a high degree of transparency while yielding a low shading coefficient. With no partitions in the middle two-thirds of the structure, and with continuous clerestory and storefront glazing, the various steel-framed roofs appear to float over the floor, creating a beautiful, yet economical, appearance.

Elliot W. Goldstein, AIA, is a partner with the architectural firm of James Goldstein & Partners, Architects, headquartered in Millburn, NJ.
Eccentric Braced Frames: Not Just For Seismic Design

A combination of eccentrically braced, concentrically braced and rigid moment resisting steel frames proved most economical for a 26-story Cincinnati office building

By Michael E. Corrin, P.E., and Kurt D. Swansson, Ph.D., P.E.

The latest addition to Cincinnati's skyline is a 736,000 sq. ft. office building and parking garage complex rising 26 floors above the Ohio River Valley across from famed Riverfront Stadium. The project consists of a 10 level parking garage supporting 326,000 sq. ft. of office space on 16 floors.

While approximately $60 million and a 16 month construction time was budgeted, an innovative framing concept cut 4% from the project cost and five weeks from the project schedule.

Economical Framing

Several structural schemes were investigated in detail to determine which would provide the owner,
### 312 Elm Frame Comparisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Option A</th>
<th>Option B</th>
<th>Option C</th>
<th>Option D</th>
<th>Option E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Duration (weeks)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OPTIONS:**

- **A:** Cast in place garage w/ composite joist system; composite braced steel office tower; lw concrete
- **B:** Cast in place garage w/ composite joist system; composite braced steel office tower; nw concrete—sprayed deck
- **C:** Cast in place garage w/ composite joist system; steel braced office tower; lw concrete
- **D:** Cast in place garage w/ composite joist system; steel braced office tower; nw concrete—sprayed deck
- **E:** Cast in place garage; post tensioned cast in place office tower

---

Duke Associates, with the best value based on cost per sq. ft., scheduling, and flexibility. Also taken into consideration was the owner's firm desire for clear, open leasable space.

In a cost comparison between several post-tensioned cast-in-place systems and structural steel schemes, the most economical system proved to be a 10-level post-tensioned cast-in-place parking garage below a 16-level steel-framed tower.

The selected steel framing system consists of a normal weight concrete composite floor supported by composite steel joists spanning 48½' from the center core to the exterior. The joists, in turn, are supported by a combination of wide flange girders and trusses. Due to load considerations, A572 Grade 50 steel was used on the lower five floors of the office portion of the project, while A36 was used on the upper levels. In a comparison of lateral load resisting systems, a combination of eccentrically braced, concentrically braced and rigid moment resisting steel frames proved to be the most economic solution.

The final scheme resulted in a total structural cost of $13.83 per sq. ft., including all fireproofing, compared to $14.22 for an all-concrete structure—a savings of more than $280,000, part of which were savings in miscellaneous metal costs and in the lateral load resisting systems. In addition, there were savings attributable to steel's lighter weight, which reduced foundation and garage column costs. Also, the construction schedule for the steel office tower scheme required a 56-week schedule compared to the 61-week duration anticipated with an all-concrete scheme.

**Combined Systems Provide Lateral Stiffness**

The geometry of the structure, along with the desire for a long-span, thin-floor structure, dictated that the majority of the lateral loads from the 80 mph design wind speed be resisted in the core area. However, preliminary analysis of the building indicated that if moment resisting frames were used along the core, they would require significant stiffening due primarily to the wide 30' spacing of the columns. Instead, the decision was made to investigate a braced frame in these locations to reduce drift. However, as is often the case, other building requirements—such as stair and elevator lobby exits—precluded the use of concentric braces in certain locations. Instead, the designers opted for a combination of concentric and eccentric braced frames.

A series of four concentric braced frames across the core resists the lateral forces against the long 235' face of the building. Lateral loads against the short 125' face of the building are resisted by two 3-bay eccentrically braced frames located along each side of the core. Using eccentric braces allowed for the architectural functions and provided significant stiffness to the frames. The final configuration included eccentric braces in two of the three bays and significantly reduced the drift as-
associated with the frames while also reducing their cost. Architect on the project was Space Design International, Cincinnati.

Since this project is not located in a seismically active area, the extra ductility requirements usually associated with eccentric braced frame links (see last month’s MSC) were not a consideration. Links, braces and all connections were designed to resist the calculated forces only. Therefore, no increase in design values was necessary to insure against a ductile failure in the link.

The initial three-dimensional analysis using the University of California-Berkeley’s COMBAT software and the results of a wind tunnel analysis indicated that the structure would be highly susceptible to torsional effects. Several options for providing additional torsional resistance were evaluated with the most economical system being to create moment resisting frames along the 235’ sides of the building by utilizing the inherent stiffness of the standard perimeter truss girders required for gravity loads.

These truss frames worked very well to minimize the torsional effects while adding very little cost to the structural frame. The moment resisting frames were developed by simply mobilizing the stiffness of the truss girders through the addition of moment connections.

The lateral loads from the various frames in the office towers were transferred to concrete shear walls in the parking garage. Forces form the braced frames were transferred directly to the shear walls through a transition zone between the 10th and 11th levels with headed studs placed in a confined reinforced concrete core within the shear walls.

Maximizing Flexibility

To provide a serviceable framing system without adding significant height and cost to the building, and to allow for open, usable space in the 48’ area between the core and the perimeter, a compos-
The joist system was selected. The joist system was designed using LRFD methods and utilized 55 ksi grade bottom steel chords. After conducting a cost comparison, a 4½" normal weight concrete slab on 2" composite deck was chosen. The 32"-deep composite joists and deck were both fireproofed with a spray-on fire protection system from Isolatex International in accordance with UL #N825.

The primary advantage of the joists is the ability to provide maximum spans with minimum floor-to-floor heights. Sleevimg the piping and ductwork through the joist webs within the 32" depth al-
lows a 48' span in a 12'-6" floor-to-floor height. Constructability of the joist system also was excellent, and during construction there were very few interferences between the joists and pipelines.

To provide even greater flexibility, the top chord shear studs as well as the web members were designed to accommodate the future location of libraries and various storage areas wherever tenants may desire them. During tenant work, specific areas of the floors can be strengthened by merely welding steel plates to the bottom chord of the affected joists. This design provision has proven to be of tremendous benefit at minimal additional cost to the owner.

A light welded wire fabric was used in the slab to control shrinkage cracking. A fiber mesh substitution was considered as a cost savings measure, but none of the composite joist systems nor the deck systems had been tested without the welded wire fabric. Therefore, the decision was made not to use a fiber mesh alternate.

### Allaying Serviceability Concerns

Many owners are very concerned about floor vibrations, especially in long-span projects such as this one. Thus, it was critical to analyze the vibrational behavior of the floor system as part of the design process.

An individual composite joist had a frequency of 4.27 hz and a maximum amplitude of 0.0077". The entire floor system was calculated to have an initial natural frequency of 3.59 hz with an amplitude of 0.0119". By plotting this information on the modified Reicher-Meister Scale, the floor is within the “slightly perceptible” range, which is considered acceptable by industry standards for typical office applications. And after construction was complete, the actual vibrations of the floor system were found to be even less than anticipated.

The project contains approximately 1,150 tons of structural steel, 1,400 tons of joists and joist girders, 2,400 tons of reinforcing steel, 30,000 cubic yards of concrete and 130,000 sq. ft. of precast concrete cladding. Structural steel fabricator was AISC-member Ferguson Steel Company, Inc., Indianapolis, and general contractor was Duke Construction Management, Inc., Cincinnati. Structural engineer was Stanley D. Lindsey and Associates, Ltd., Atlanta.

The use of structural steel in innovative solutions such as the composite joist floor system and the eccentric braced frame, along with the interaction and cooperation between all team members, allowed the project to run smoothly, ahead of schedule, and under budget.

Michael E. Corrin, P.E., and Kurt D. Svensson, Ph.D., P.E., are project engineers with the structural engineering firm of Stanley D. Lindsey and Associates, Ltd., in Atlanta.

An added benefit of the selected framing system was the rapid, 56-day erection period.

---

**AUTOMATED PRODUCTION RECORDING**

Now there’s an automated way to monitor and record plant production as it happens—simply as a result of using Steel 2000. What’s more, Steel 2000 can do the job for you with or without a network and whether or not you have CNC fabrication machinery.

Automated Production Recording lets you capture and report plant production at as many shop locations as you desire. It eliminates the need for manual data entry and offers reporting capabilities that are limited only by your imagination.

To find out more about Automated Production Recording and Steel 2000, call 601-932-2760; Fax 601-939-9359.

---

STEEL SOLUTIONS INC. P.O. Box 1128 • Jackson, MS 39215
They Should Have Used AutoDesign.

AutoDesign™ has revolutionized the structural design process.

AutoDesign™ is the only software that allows structural analysis/design from within AutoCAD™, and provides you with full control on the design process ranging from architectural/preliminary design to the final design/drafting, with a wide spectrum of analysis capabilities.

**Features:**
- Structural modeling, analysis and design from within AutoCAD™.
- Completely integrated and automated design, including re-analysis and re-design cycles.
- Interactive design capabilities and evaluation of alternate designs.
- Automated minimum weight design.
- Finite element technology based on new p-version elements, along with standard h-version elements.
- Built-in analysis and design assistants, based on Artificial Intelligence.
- Static, dynamic and earthquakes analysis.
- Earthquake module for development of UBC forces and site-specific response spectra.
- AISC steel stress check and member selection.

**Benefits:**
- Dramatic savings in man-hours for development of structural models, structural analysis and structural designs.
- Significant improvement in quality and cost-effectiveness of structural designs.
- Complete control on structural design process.
- Minimal training required before becoming fully productive in structural analysis and design.

**Platforms:**
- PC/DOS
- Work Station/UNIX

For your free demonstration disk
Call: (408) 496-1120 or Fax: (408) 496-1196

AutoDesign™
The Solution...From Within.

S A T, Inc. • 4677 Old Ironsides Drive, Suite 250 • Santa Clara, CA 95054

AutoCAD is a trademark of Autodesk, Inc.
Steel Detailing
Mountain Enterprises has released Version 3.2 of its ME2 Steel Detailing System. The software produces finished details from erection drawings, built with easy on-screen menu choices, by direct entry of individual members, or by a mixture of both methods on any project. All programs are mouse-based for ease of data entry, building and connection geometry is fully automated and connection design is automatic and customizable. Even if the engineer has pre-designed his required connections, these can be automated and become part of the system.

The new version offers: a greater variety of already-computerized connection types; compatibility with Windows 3.1; high-resolution, full-color VGA graphics (with or without Windows); an expanded data base; and a fast, easy-to-learn CAD that can be as "parametric" as the detailer needs.

For more information, call Mountain Enterprises at (304) 876-4845.

Frame Analysis
ECOM Associates, Inc., has released dynamic analysis modules for both its FA3C General Frame Analysis program and FA7C CSTRAAD Finite Element Analysis program. The Dynamic Analysis module is full featured and calculates mode shapes and frequencies, and response history along with spectrum analysis. Loads may be input as either time varying loads or as general ground motion. Response history can be done by either modal superposition or by direct integration. This software, along with the rest of ECOM's SES library, is available on either DOS or UNIX platforms.

For more information, contact: ECOM Associates, Inc., 8324 N. Steven Road, Milwaukee, WI 53223 (414) 365-2100.

Metric Detailing
Computer Detailing Corporation has released its metric version of its Beams and Columns and its Plans and Elevations software. These programs, which run under AutoCAD, are for detailing structural and miscellaneous metal and for the creation of Erection or Framing Plans. The American and Canadian metric data bases are accessible in a soft conversion, with standard dimensions rounded off and modified to standard metric values. Version 4.5 also has numerous improvements which also will be incorporated into the feet & inches version scheduled for release in October.

For more information, contact: Computer Detailing Corporation, 1310 Industrial Blvd., Southam­pton, PA 18966 (215) 355-6003.

Joist Catalog
Canam Steel Corporation has published a new 76-page catalog for architects, structural engineers, and Div. 05210 specifiers. The booklet contains standard specifications and load tables for steel joists and joist girders.

For more information, contact: Canam Steel, Sales Manager, 2000 W. Main St., Washington, MO 63090 (314) 239-6716.

Fabrication & Detailing
AutoSD, Inc., a registered developer with AUTODESK, has updated its STEEL DETAILING program to be compatible with AutoCAD Release 12, while still running in Release 9, 10, and 11. The product includes more than 130 different LISP programs for quickly detailing beams, columns, braces, stairs, gusset plates, stair rails and sections on both large and small jobs. Blocks, cuts, minus dimensions, and bolts are calculated for the user from a database of AISC shapes. The bracing program designs and draws braces and gusset plates in minutes. Also available is a set of stand alone calculator programs ideal for the checker or detailer.

For more information, contact: AutoSD, Inc., 4033 59 Place, Meridian, MS 39307 (601) 693-4729.

Torque Controlling Nuts
Nova-Hex nuts allow users to apply precise torque control and bolt assemblies using the Nova-Hex ball socket and ordinary driving tools—anything from air or electric impact drivers to hand operated, ratchet drivers. Torque is controlled by the Nova-Hex ball socket, not the driving tool. The new nuts are defined by seven identical tangent circles. The hex shape thus formed is characterized by six protruding lobes. These lobes provide the driving flanks for all types of hex nut tooling. Torque control is provided by means of a precise system of metal re-formation through the nut lobes.

For more information, contact: Fairchild Fastener Group, Once Civic Plaza, Suite 500, Carson, CA 90745 (310) 522-0700; FAX (310) 522-7199.

C-Size Desktop Plotter
Summagraphics Corporation has introduced the latest in its line of Houston Instrument JetPro Series of professional, C-size desktop plotters. The new Model V50, priced at $1,995, gives architects, engineers and other designers a lower cost desktop plotter solution to their CAD and other document needs. The plotter offers users the dual capability of a high quality C-size plotter that can output DM/PL, HP-GL, and HP-GL/2 plot files at 360 dip in five minutes or less and a large document output device that emulates the IBM Proprinter XL24. It also offers AutoScale and Replot features.

For more information, contact:
Fabrication Production

Fab/Trol Systems, Inc., has unveiled the new 4.0 Version of the Fab/Trol Estimating and Production Software for metal fabricators. The new program emulates a Windows-style interface with mouse controls and event-driven logic, yet it runs in text mode. The result is a program that provides the functionality of a Windows product without suffering from the performance cost of a standard graphical product.

For more information, contact: Fab/Trol Systems, Inc., P.O. Box 7064, Eugene, OR 97401 (503) 485-4719; FAX (503) 485-4302.

Steel Galvanizing

The American Galvanizers Association has published a specifier's guide to galvanizing for bridge and highway applications. The economics of galvanizing are reviewed in this free book for bridge and highway specification professionals. Also included is an overview of successful projects during the past three decades.

For more information, contact: The American Galvanizers Association, 315 S. Patrick St., Suite 302, Alexandria, VA 22314 (800) 468-7732.

Automated Production Control

Steel Solutions has introduced two new products in its Steel 2000 management program for steel fabricators and service centers. The Automated Production Control module allows the fabricator to control all of his cutting lists and CNC machinery directly from one source of information. This eliminates the redundancy of re-inputting the piece mark information for CNC tool programming. The International version opens up the power of Steel 2000 to fabricators world-wide. It also allows users to participate in the international bidding and construction market using shapes, sizes and units of measure that correspond to the standards of different construction codes and material suppliers.

For more information, contact: Steel Solutions, Inc., 2260 Flowood Dr., P.O. Box 1128, Jackson, MS 39215 (601) 932-2760; FAX (601) 939-9359.

CAD Upgrade

ISICAD, Inc., is offering AutoCAD users the chance to trade-up from their existing CAD package to CADVANCE for Windows. Current AutoCAD, Intergraph Microstation 3.0+, and Cadkey 3.5+ users can show proof of purchase of a competitive CAD program and purchase CADVANCE for $395, one-fifth of the new $1,995 list price. This new version of CADVANCE includes the ability to directly read and write AutoCAD .DWG files.

For more information, contact: ISICAD, Inc., 1920 West Corporate Way, P.O. Box 61022, Anaheim, CA 92803-6122 (714) 533-8910; FAX (714) 533-8642.

Polyurethane Enamel

Tenemec Co., Inc., has introduced its Series 75 EnduraShield, a semi-gloss, high-build aliphatic polyurethane enamel that conforms with air pollution regulations. This fast-drying, high-performance coating is highly resistant to abrasion, corrosive fumes and chemical contact. Series 75 can be applied in a single coat with compatible primers to meet fast track scheduling and provide lower overall costs.

For more information, contact: Tenemec Co., Inc., 6800 Corporate Dr., Kansas City, MO 64120-1372 (816) 483-3400; FAX (816) 483-1251.

Construction Management

Armor Systems has introduced PREMIER, a comprehensive, fully integrated accounting system with full construction management capabilities. Designed around a modular concept, the user has the opportunity to activate parts of the system such as Billing, Job Cost, Purchase Orders, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, General Ledger, Inventory, Payroll, and several others.

For more information, contact: Armor Systems, Inc., 324 N. Orlando Ave., Maitland, FL 32751 (407) 629-0753; FAX (407) 629-1401.

Metric Building Analysis

Ram Analysis has released RAMSTEEL Version 2.1, which includes support for both English and SI units and provides designs based on American or foreign steel shapes or user-defined built-up shapes. The program automates the design of an entire floor framing system. Graphical modeling capabilities allows the user to create a model of the entire structure, including member locations, slab properties, floor loads and story data. From this database, the interaction of members, the distribution of loads, and the Live Load reduction factors are automatically determined based on the appropriate building code (BOCA, SBC, or UBC), and moments, stresses, and deflections are calculated and the members optimally sized according to AISC code requirements (ASD 8th or 9th Editions or LRFD).

For more information, contact: Gus Bergsma, P.E., Ram Analysis, 55 Independence Circle #201, Chico, CA 95926 (916) 895-1402.

Automated Storage

Shepard Niles Inc. has published a new case study dem-
onstrating the automated storage and retrieval of 16½" long floor covering rolls in a 17' aisle, using a combination of gravity feed, AS/RS and conveyor technology.

For more information, contact: Howard E. Shumway, Shepard Niles Inc., N. Genesee St., Montour Falls, NY 14865 (607) 535-7111; FAX (607) 535-7323.

Steel Detailing Calculator

orthridge Engineering Software has introduced a new Calculator Program that performs 11 of the most common calculations for steel detailers and checkers. Included are: creating bolt lists and bolt summaries; solving right and oblique triangles; calculating the camber of a beam or truss; solving circles and arcs; designing gusset plates; designing connections in tension and shear; viewing dimension properties of steel shapes; designing splices for "W" shapes; designing beam connections using clips, shear end plates, seats or wing plates; and calculating end reaction, tension, compression, moment, and web crippling.

For more information, contact: NES, Inc., at (800) 637-1677.

Estimating

oftware Shop Systems has introduced a new version of its general purpose estimating package, ACE-CSI 1.12. Features include an electronic search function for quickly finding components and a new background save feature that allows estimators to take off items without posting them directly to the audit trail, thereby speeding up the take-off process.

For more information, contact: Software Shop Systems at (800) 554-9865.

Project Management

elcom Software Technology has released Open Plan 4.0, a major upgrade to the company's project management software package. The release features a new graphical interface, new screen editor, support for PostScript, and additional standard reports, as well as more standard code fields. Open Plan 4.0 allows scheduling of up to 10,000 activities and 256 calendars. It includes 75 standard reports and also allows users to create customized charts.

For more information, contact: Mike Smith, Welcom Software Technology, 15995 North Barkers Landing #275, Houston, TX 77079 (713) 558-0514.

CNC Drilling/Tapping Machine

ompustep Products has announced an important new feature for the Quickdrill SST, wide area (60" x 60"), CNC drilling/tapping machine—a variable speed drive. The addition of a variable speed drive will allow faster, easier drilling.

For more information, contact: Compustep Products Corp., 774 Rye St., Unit 11, Peterborough, Ontario, CANADA K9J 6W9 (705) 745-2961.

Ironworker & Punch Press

ab Center Sales has introduced two new models of Metal Muncher ironworker and punch press. Models MM-90 and GB-90 are rated at 90 tons on the front press cylinder. The machines replace models MM-86 and GB-86, which were rated at 86 tons, but have no price increase. The new machines are designed for durability and versatility and feature a wide range of options.

For more information, contact: Sales Dept., Fab Center Sales, Div. of Center Eng. Co., Inc., P.O. Box 192, Clay Center, KS 67432-0192 (800) 235-6307.

Grinding Wheels

orton Co.'s new NorZon 4 grinding wheels perform from 5½ to 7 times better than similarly rated aluminum oxide wheels. The new wheels are available in 7"x¼" and 9"x¼" maxidisks and 7" and 9" pipe notchers.

For more information, contact: Barry Cole, Norton Co., at (508) 795-5709.

Project Management

arper and Shuman have released MICRO/CFMS Version 10, a financial management software package for architectural, engineering and consulting firms. The release features a new interface design, expanded file maintenance, and enhanced support.

For more information, contact: Bernie Buelow, Harper and Shuman, 68 Moulton St., Cambridge, MA 02138 (617) 492-4410.
HELP WANTED—STEEL FABRICATOR

Well-established, (29 years), medium-size structural/miscellaneous fabricator recruiting experienced personnel for all departments. Located near Kennedy Space Center in Florida. No phone contact please.
Mail resume to: Industrial Steel, Inc.
P.O. Box 346
Mims, Florida 32754-0346

Steel Industry Software For IBM Compatibles

Structural Steel Estimating
Inventory Control
Production Control
Purchase Order
Plate Nesting
Length Nesting
Detail Drawing Log
Rebar Processing
Structural Steel Advance Bill of Material

Romac Computer Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 660, Lake City, TN 37769
615-426-9634 FAX 615-426-8454

Structural & Misc. Steel Detailing Cad Programs

???? Why Buy Programs that You Don't Use????
BUY "ONLY" WHAT YOU NEED, AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD.
DISCOUNTS UP TO 30%.

Detail erection & AB plans, beams, columns & bracing. Grating, pan, & chkd. P1 stairs. Multi-line level or sloping handrail. Truss work, calculator, cage ladders, 4 sided frames, roof oppr frams, skewed beams & plates. Template work for plates and pipe. Concrete tilt-up panel details. Plus many more utility programs that assist in preparing strut & misc. steel shop drawings the "right way". Over 130 "LISP" Programs for detailers using AutoCAD Release 10 or later.

Contact Paul Smith at SSDCP for more information.
110 Shady Oak Circle, Florence, MS 39073 (601) 845-2146

ME2—THE SOFTWARE FOR STEEL DETAILERS

You shouldn't settle for...
...Pretty pictures or questionable designs that don't work!
Software that limits your capabilities to detailing shoeboxes!
...Trading control of how you work for fast-and-easy CAD pictures!
...Anything LESS than ME2 Software!!!

ME2—computer solutions for real-world steel detailing problems
Mountain Enterprises, Inc.
P.O. Box 190, Shepherdstown, WV 25443
Phone 304-876-3845 Fax 304-876-3063

DOSCO CORPORATION

STRUCTURAL STEEL BENDING
HARD WAY OR EASY WAY

WIDE FLANGE BEAMS UP TO W14, CHANNELS,
ANGLES, T-SECTIONS

CALL GARY BEDWELL
703/628-4157
FAX 703/628-5115

ENGINEERING ON THE MACINTOSH

Civil engineering and related programs just for the Macintosh, starting at $145. Structural analysis programs include: FRAME (analysis of 2D frames, trusses, beams)—$595; BEAM mac (simple beams)—$145; Multiframe 3D (3D frames & trusses). Full Macintosh interactive graphic interface. Also available: code checking, retaining walls, composite shape calculator, surveying, COGO, contouring, terrain modeling, etc., just for the Macintosh.

COMPUNEERING Inc., 113 McCabe Crescent,
Thornhill, Ontario L4J 2S6 CANADA
Tel.: (416) 738-4601; Fax: (416) 738-5207

SSES Structural Expert Series

Complete software library for DOS and UNIX.
2D & 3D Frame Analysis, Steel Design, Concrete Design, Composite Steel Design. Written by practicing engineers. More than 1,800 installations and 20 years of experience.

CALL FOR A FREE DEMO KIT!
414-385-2106
Ecom Associates, Inc., 8224 N. Steven Road,
Milwaukee, WI 53223

STRUCTURAL & MISCELLANEOUS DETAILING

AutoCAD® related programs that allow the detailer to create more drawings in less time. Any structural or miscellaneous element that can be fabricated can be drawn with this system...complete with bills of material...as fast as you can think...without lifting a pencil. At a price that allows you to recover your investment in a remarkably reasonable period of time. You don't have to be a computer genius or an AutoCAD expert, just a good detailer.

COMPUTER DETAILING CORPORATION
1310 Industrial Blvd., Southampton, PA 18966
215-355-6003

AutoSD STEEL DETAILING—ONLY $3500

At last, a sensible detailing program written for detailers. This easily-learned, menu-driven program offers excellent graphical support and allows you to see what you draw, as you draw it!
Detail beams, columns, braces, gusset plates, stairs, stair rails, sections and more. Quickly layout complicated geometries to determine work points, control lengths, angles and bevels. Run inside AutoCAD 9, 10, 11, and 12.

AutoSD, Inc.
4033 59 Place, Meridian, MS 39307 (601) 693-4729

INTERACTIVE STEEL FABRICATION SOFTWARE


For information call or write:
DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
12280 TWIN CREEK ROAD
MANCHACA, TEXAS 78652
phone (512) 282-5018, fax (512) 282-5083

BDS STEEL DETAILERS

Having trouble finding good detailers? Ask our overseas clients what they thing of us!

"They have submitted prices consistently which are economic
and have aided us to obtain a substantial share of the market!"

"They are used to working with companies at a
fair distance away from their home (BDS) base."

For complete steel detailing, contact:
BDS Steel Detailers
9285 Folsom Blvd., Suite T
Sacramento, CA 95826
916/268-1666

Irving, TX 75062
214/541-1065

CLASSIFIED ADS

Reach 35,000 engineers, fabricators, architects, contractors, bridge officials and building owners inexpensively with a classified advertisement in Modern Steel Construction. It’s fast and easy—we’ll even do all the typesetting for you at no charge.

For rate and placement information, call:
Marcy Lynn Costantino or Greg Poland at (708) 679-1100.

Or fax them a note at (708) 679-5926.
What's in a name?

A comprehensive business insurance program designed especially for AISC.

When you look closely at what a name like CNA offers the American Institute of Steel Construction, you'll find everything you need in a comprehensive business insurance program for your business.

This coverage is offered by the CNA Insurance Companies. CNA offers you experience, stability, financial strength, and benefits that associations just like AISC have been taking advantage of for over 20 years.

In fact, CNA is the one name that offers you a business insurance program endorsed with the AISC "Seal of Approval.”

It's a comprehensive program that includes commercial property, commercial liability, commercial auto and workers' compensation. Plus optional coverages such as inland marine, business interruption and commercial umbrella. Even eligibility for a safety group dividend:

And regardless of how much or how little coverage you need, CNA delivers the kind of personalized loss control services and responsive claims handling that no structural steel fabricator should be without.

CNA, a multi-line insurance group, has nearly 100 years' experience, over $9 billion in revenue, over $30 billion in assets, $4.5 billion in stockholders' equity and consistently high ratings.

Find out more about this custom business insurance program designed especially for AISC. Call 1-800-CNA-6241.

*Based on efficient control of losses. Safety dividends, available in most states, are declared by CNA's Board of Directors and cannot be guaranteed.

**A.M. Best, Standard & Poor's, Moody's, Duff & Phelps.
This series of computer programs provides a quantum leap forward in the integration of structural analysis, design and drafting activities related to building design. Based upon a scheme that combines the engineering versatility of the ETABS building design system with the powerful drafting capabilities of AutoCAD, this software will significantly enhance the productivity of the structural design office. The programs run within AutoCAD and use customized commands that require no previous experience with AutoCAD.

**AutoETABS® - Structural Modeler for ETABS**

This model generator is primarily for drawing and editing an ETABS model using AutoCAD. Additionally, this model information is directly available from the database for creating framing plans and elevations with AutoCAD. This scheme allows the drafts-person and the engineer to share common design information without duplication. Many data preparation steps associated with the ETABS model generation are also automated.

**AutoFLOOR™ - Structural Steel Floor Modeler for ETABS**

This program allows the automated analysis, design, optimization and drafting of structural steel floor framing systems of arbitrary configurations and loading. The program operates upon the entire floor framing system, distributing gravity loads to the various beams and girders as determined by the direction of the decking. The tributary areas and associated live load reductions are automatically computed. Composite and non-composite design options are available for ASD and LRFD specifications. Beam camber and vibrational characteristics are evaluated. Material quantity takeoff tables are also produced.

AutoFLOOR is closely interfaced with AutoETABS. The modules share information that automates the tedious task of transferring tributary floor vertical loads to the columns and girders of the ETABS model.